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1. Introduction

Singular systems, also referred to as descriptor systems, semistate systems, differential-algebraic systems, or generalized state-space systems, have been one of the main research topics in control theory for nearly half a century as such systems have broad applications in different areas, for example, in the Leontief dynamic model, electrical systems, and mechanical systems.

Many classical control theories and new concepts have been developed for singular systems in the last twenty years such as controllability, impulsive control, and optimal control. In recent years, with the development of communication systems, computer network, and biological systems, some new trends in optimization and control theory for singular systems have emerged and evolved [1–4], which motivated this special issue.

Control systems are developing fast with the advancement of new technologies as well as new systems such as network control, biological systems, and quantum control systems. As we know singular systems can be used to model dynamic systems in a more general framework and more attention should be paid to the development of singular systems with currently occurring applications. Recently, notable advances in biological systems, communication systems, and computer network have increasingly promoted some important new directions in the study of singular systems.

This special issue is intended to present and discuss the new development in singular systems and their applications in different engineering areas. The focuses of this special issue are on the analysis and control of singularly perturbed systems, robust control of singular systems, stability analysis of nonlinear singular systems, singular Markovian systems, and applications of singular systems.

2. The Special Issue

For this special issue, we solicited high quality, original research articles on singular system, theory, and applications. There are 28 submissions in total, and 14 of them are published after a fair and rigorous review process organized by the guest editorial team with the help of the journal editorial office. The accepted papers are more oriented on the robust control of singular systems and the applications of singular systems.

Seven accepted papers are on robust estimation and robust control of singular systems. The paper by Y. Feng et al. investigated the problem of $H^{\infty}$ filtering for a class of discrete-time Lipschitz nonlinear singular systems with measurement quantization. Y. Wang et al. presented their work on the dynamic output-feedback $H^{\infty}$ tracking control for fuzzy networked systems, in which each system is discrete-time nonlinear and missing measurable data. The paper by Y. Wang et al. considered the robust $H^{\infty}$ fault detection for
networked Markov jump systems with random time-delay. The random time-delay is modeled as a Markov process, and the networked Markov jump systems are modeled as control systems containing two Markov chains. The delay-dependent fault detection filter is constructed. Q. Wang et al. presented their work on the design of fuzzy controller with guaranteed $H^\infty$ performance for a class of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy singularly perturbed switched systems. The paper by W. Yan et al. designed a fault detection and estimation algorithm for the robust fault detection and estimation in nonlinear systems with unknown inputs and unknown constant time-delays. G. Wang and Z. Li presented their work on the stabilization of continuous-time random switching systems via exploiting a fault-tolerant controller, where the dwell time of each subsystem consists of a fixed part and random part. In the paper by G. Wang and H. Cai, a general stabilization problem of stochastic delay systems is realized by a disordered controller and studied by exploiting the disorder-dependent approach.

Seven accepted papers are on the different applications of singular systems. J. Liu et al. proposed a singular system model of the aphid ecosystems by considering the change of the parameter related to the natural enemy population and the impact on the aphid populations in the fold catastrophe manifold. They also performed qualitative analysis and control of the singular system model of aphid ecosystems. Q. Zhao and A. Wang considered the problem of optimization of multiresonant wireless power transfer network based on generalized coupled matrix. Z. Wang et al. considered the problem of tension control in a two-motor winding system; a sensorless tension control method with PI parameters of speed controllers adaptive is proposed. H. Chen et al. considered the application of sensor fault estimation in the inverter of high-speed railway. They proposed a data-driven incipient sensor fault estimation methodology under multivariate statistics frame, which incorporates the Kullback–Leibler divergence in information domain and neural network approximation in machine learning. Y. Ding and Q. Liu proposed a data-driven fault diagnosis method which combines the Kriging model and neural network with applications to power transformers. W. Chen et al. presented an automated tool trajectory planning of spray painting robot for complex curved surface based on exponential mean Bézier method. Finally, S. Liu et al. applied a singular perturbation approach to the robust course keeping control of a fully submerged hydrofoil vessel. A two-time scale model is established so that the controllers of the fast and slow subsystems can be designed separately.

Although the selected topics and published papers may not represent all of the recent development in the area, the guest editorial team hope that readers find the special issue helpful and useful.
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